W
hen the Web was new, a single entity could (and did) list and index all of the Web pages available, and searching was just an application of the Unix egrep command over an index of 110,000 documents. 1 Today, even though the larger search engines index billions of documents, any one engine is likely to see only a fraction of the content available. 2 Moreover, with the widespread commercialization of the Web, exceeding the "eight-second rule" for downloading a Web page can mean a significant loss of revenue as many users will move on to a new site if they are unsatisfied with the performance of the current one. 3 Finally, as increased Web use necessitates larger and more expensive connections to the Internet, concern for efficient use of those connections similarly increases.
This article provides a primer on Web resource caching, one technology used to make the Web scalable. Web caching can reduce bandwidth usage, decrease userperceived latencies, and reduce Web server loads transparently. As a result, caching has become a significant part of the Web's infrastructure. Caching has even spawned a new industry: content delivery networks, which are also growing at a fantastic rate.
Readers familiar with relatively advanced Web caching topics such as the Internet Cache Protocol (ICP), 4 invalidation, and interception proxies are not likely to learn much here. Instead, this article is designed for the general audience of Web users. Rather than a how-to guide to caching technology deployment, it is a high-level argument for the value of Web caching to content consumers and producers. The article defines caching, explains how it applies to the Web, and describes when and why it is useful. Though I provide several topical references, readers interested in survey papers should look elsewhere (see the sidebar, "Web Caching Resources" on page 43).
Caching in Memory Systems
Memory architectures use caching to improve computer performance. 5 Because central processing units operate at very high speeds while memory systems operate at a slower rate, CPU designers provide one or more levels of cache -a small amount of memory that operates at, or close to, the speed of the CPU. When the CPU finds the information it needs in the cache, a hit, it doesn't have to slow down. When it fails to find the requested object in the cache, a miss, it must fetch the object directly and incur the associated performance cost.
Typically, when a cache miss occurs, the CPU places the fetched object in the cache, assuming temporal locality -that a recently requested object is more likely than others to be requested in the future. Memory systems also typically retrieve multiple consecutive memory addresses and place them in the cache in a single operation, assuming spatial locality -that nearby objects are more likely to be requested during a certain time span.
At some point the cache will become full and the system will use a replacement algorithm to make room for new objects, for example, firstin/first-out (FIFO), least recently used (LRU), or least frequently used (LFU). The goal is to optimize cache performance (for example, to maximize the likelihood of a cache hit for typical memory architectures).
Mechanics of a Web Request
In its simplest form, the Web is a set of servers and clients (such as Web browsers, or any other software used to make a request of a Web server). To retrieve a particular Web resource, the client attempts to communicate over the Internet to the origin Web server, as depicted in Figure 1 . To connect to the server, the client needs the host's numerical identifier. It queries the domain name system (DNS) to translate the hostname (for example, www.web-caching.com) to its Internet Protocol (IP) address (209.182.1.122), with which it can establish a connection to the server and request the content. Once the Web server has received and examined the client's request, it can generate and transmit the response. As Figure 2 shows, each step in this process takes time.
The hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) specifies the interaction among Web clients, servers, and intermediaries. Requests and responses are encoded as headers that precede optional bodies containing content. Figure 3 (next page) shows one set of request and response headers. The first request header shows the method used (GET), the resource requested ("/"), and the version of HTTP supported (1.1). Another commonly used method is POST, which allows clients to send content with a request (for instance, to carry variables from an HTML form). The first line of the response header shows the HTTP version supported and a response code with standard values.
The headers of an HTTP transaction also specify aspects relevant to an object's cacheability. The relevant headers from the example in Figure 3 include Date, Last-Modified, ETag, Cache-Control, and Expires. For example, in HTTP GET requests that include an If-Modified-Since header, Web servers use the Last-Modified date on the current content to return the object only if the object changed after the date of the cached copy. The origin server needs an accurate clock to calculate and present modification and expiration times in the other tags.
An ETag (entity tag) represents a signature for the object and allows for a stronger test 
Figure 2. HTTP transfer timing costs with a new connection.The amount of time to retrieve a resource when a new connection is required can be approximated by two round-trip times plus the time to transmit the response (plus DNS resolution delays, if necessary).
cached one, the objects are considered equivalent. The Expires and Cache-Control: max-age headers specify how long the object can be considered valid. For slowly or never-changing resources, an explicit expiration date tells caches how long they can keep the object (without requiring the cache to contact the origin server to validate it).
Caching Web Resources
Web caching is similar to memory system caching -a Web cache stores Web resources in anticipation of future requests. However, significant differences between memory system and Web caching result from the nonuniformity of Web object sizes, retrieval costs, and cacheability. To address object size, cache operators and designers track both the overall object hit rate (percentage of requests served from cache) and the overall byte hit rate (percentage of bytes served from cache). Traditional replacement algorithms often assume a fixed object size, so variable sizes can affect their performance. Retrieval cost varies with object size, distance traveled, network congestion, and server load. Finally, some Web resources cannot or should not be cached, for example, because the resource is personalized to a particular client or is constantly updated.
Caching is performed in various locations throughout the Web, including at the two endpoints known to a typical user -the Web browser and Web server. Figure 4 shows a possible chain of caches through which a request and response might flow. Proxy caches, intermediary caches between the client machine and the origin server, will generate new requests on behalf of users if they cannot satisfy the requests themselves. If a response captured in a browser cache does not satisfy a user, the request might be passed to a department-or organization-wide proxy cache. If a valid response is not present there, a proxy cache operated by the client's ISP might receive the request. If the ISP cache does not contain the requested response, it will likely attempt to contact the origin server. However, reverse proxy caches operated by the content provider's ISP or CDN might instead respond to the request. If they do not have the requested information, the request might ultimately arrive at the origin server. Even at the origin server, content, or portions of content, can be stored in a server-side cache to reduce the server load (for instance, by reducing the need for redundant computations or database retrievals).
The response flows through the reverse path back to the client. Each step in Figure 4 has multiple arrows, signifying relationships with multiple entities at each level. For example, the reverse proxy (sometimes called an HTTP accelerator), operated by the content provider's ISP or CDN, can serve as a proxy cache for the content from multiple origin servers, and can receive requests from multiple downstream clients (including forward caches operated by others, as shown in Figure 4) .
In general, a cache need not talk only to the clients below it and the server above it. In fact, to scale to large numbers of clients, multiple caches might be necessary. In a hierarchical caching structure, each cache serves many clients, which can be users or other caches. 6 When a local cache cannot serve a request, it passes the request to a higher level in the hierarchy. If the request misses at a root cache (which has no parent), the cache requests the object from the origin server. Figure 5 (see page 6) shows an alternative cooperative caching architecture in which caches communicate with peers using an intercache protocol such as ICP. In this form, on a miss, a cache asks a predetermined set of peers whether they have the missing object. If they do, the cache routes the request to the first responding peer cache. Otherwise, the cache attempts to retrieve the object directly from the origin server. This approach can prevent storage of multiple copies and reduce origin server retrievals, but exacts a penalty in the form of increased intercache communication. In another variation, peers periodically receive a summary of the contents of each cache, which can significantly reduce communication overhead. 7 Variations and combinations of these approaches have been proposed. Current thinking limits cooperative caching to smaller client populations, but both cooperative caching and combinations are used in real-world sites, particularly where network access is expensive.
A client may or may not know about intermediate proxy caches. If a client is configured to use a proxy cache directly, it sends all requests not satisfied by its built-in cache to the proxy. Otherwise, the client has to look up the IP address of the origin host. If the content provider is using a CDN, the DNS servers may be customized to return the IP address of the server (or proxy cache) closest to the client (where "closest" likely reflects network distance and additional information to avoid overloaded servers or networks). In this way, a reverse proxy server can operate as if it were the origin server, immediately answering any cached requests, and forwarding the rest.
Even when the client has the IP address of the origin server it should contact, it might never reach it. Along the network path between the client and the server, there might be a network switch or router that directs all Web requests transparently to an interception proxy cache. This approach can be used at any of the proxy cache locations shown in Figure 4 . In this scenario, the client believes it has contacted the origin server, but instead the interception proxy serves the content either from cache, or by first fetching it from the origin server.
Benefits of Web Caching
Web caching works because of popularity -the more popular a resource is, the more likely it is to be requested in the future. In one study spanning more than a month, out of all the objects requested by individual users, on average close to 60 percent of those objects were requested more than once by the same user. 8 Likewise, much content is of value to more than one user. In fact, of the hits recorded in another caching study, up to 85 percent were the result of multiple users requesting the same object. 9 Three features of Web caching make it attractive to all Web participants, including end users, network managers, and content creators. Caching I reduces network bandwidth usage, which can save money for both content consumers and creators; I lessens user-perceived delays, which increases user-perceived value; and I lightens loads on the origin servers, saving hardware and support costs for content providers and providing consumers a shorter response time for noncached resources.
When a request is satisfied by a cache, the content no longer has to travel across the Internet from the origin Web server to the cache, saving bandwidth for the cache owner as well as the origin server. TCP, the network protocol used by HTTP, has a fairly high overhead for connection establishment and sends data slowly at first. This, combined with the fact that most requests on the Web are for relatively small resources, means that reducing the number of necessary connections and holding them open (making them persistent) so that future requests can use the improves client performance. Specifically, a client of a forward proxy can save time because it can retain a persistent connection to the proxy instead of establishing new connections with each origin server a user visits during a session. Persistent connections are particularly beneficial to clients suffering from highlatency network service (for example, clients connected to the Internet via dial-up modems).
Furthermore, busy proxies can use persistent connections to send requests for multiple clients to the same server, reducing connection establishment times to servers as well. Therefore, a proxy cache supporting persistent connections can cache connections on both client and server sides (avoiding the initial round-trip time for a new HTTP connection shown in Figure 2 ).
Potential Problems
There are a number of potential problems associated with Web caching. Most significant from the perspective of both the content consumer and the content provider is the possibility of the end user seeing stale (that is, old or out-of-date) content, compared to fresh content available on the origin server. HTTP does not ensure strong consistency and thus there is a real potential for data to be cached too long. The likelihood of this is a trade-off that the content provider can explicitly manage.
Second, caching tends to improve the latency only for cached responses that are subsequently requested (that is, hits). Misses that are processed by a cache generally have decreased speed, as each system through which the transaction passes will increase the latency experienced by a small amount. Thus, a cache only benefits requests for content already stored in it. Caching is also limited by the frequency with which popular Web resources change, and, importantly, the fact that many resources will be requested only once. Finally, some responses cannot or should not be cached.
Content Cacheability
Not every Web resource is cacheable. Of those that are, some can be cached for long periods by any cache, while others have restrictions such as caching for short periods or to certain kinds of caches (for instance, nonproxy caches). This flexibility maximizes the opportunity for caching individual resources. The cacheability of a Web site affects both its user-perceived performance and the scalability of a particular hosting solution. Instead of taking seconds or minutes to load, a cached object can appear almost instantaneously. Regardless of how much the hosting costs, a cache-friendly design will allow a server to serve more pages before it needs to upgrade to a more expensive solution.
Fortunately, the content provider determines its resources' cacheability. The Web server software sets and sends the HTTP headers that determine cacheability, according to the server's caching policy for that data. To maximize a Web site's cacheability, all static content (buttons, graphics, audio and video files, and pages that rarely change) are typically given expiration dates far in the future so that they can be cached for weeks or months at a time. (Note that HTML meta tags cannot validly specify caching properties and are ignored by most proxy caching products since proxies do not examine the contents of an object -that is, they do not see the HTML source of a Web page.)
By setting an expiration date far into the future, the content provider trades the potential of caching stale data for reduced bandwidth usage and improved user-perceived response time. A shorter expiration date reduces the chance that the user sees stale content, but increases the number of times that caches will need to validate the resource. Currently, most caches use a client polling approach that favors revalidation for objects that have recently changed. 10 Because this can generate significant overhead (especially for popular content), a better approach might be for the origin server to invalidate the cached objects, 11 but only recently has this approach been considered for nonproprietary networks. The Web cache invalidation protocol (WCIP), 12 currently in development, lets Web caches subscribe to invalidation channels corresponding to content in which they are interested. This protocol is intended to allow large numbers of frequently changing Web objects to be cached and distributed with freshness guarantees.
Dynamically generated objects are typically considered uncacheable, although they are not necessarily so. Examples of dynamically generated objects include fast-changing content like stock quotes, personalized pages, query results (such as from search engines), and e-commerce shopping carts. Rarely would it be desirable for any of these objects to be cached at an intermediate proxy, although some might be cached in the client browser cache (such as personalized resources that don't change often).
However, dynamically generated objects constitute an increasing fraction of the Web. One way to allow for the caching of dynamic content is to cache programs (such as applets) that generate or modify the content. 13 Another is to enable the server to cache portions of documents to optimize server-side operations (for example, server-side products from SpiderCache, http://www. spidercache.com/; Persistence, http://www. persistence.com/; and XCache, http://www.xcache. com/). Since most dynamic pages include much static content, sending the differences between pages or between versions of a page, 14, 15 or breaking documents into separately cacheable pieces and reassembling them at the client 16 are possible solutions. Akamai's EdgeSuite (http://www.akamai. com/) and more generally the new open protocol called Edge Side Includes (http://www.edge-delivery.org/) are essentially examples of this last solution, except that the Web pages are assembled at edge servers rather than at the client.
Cache Latency
Caching can provide only a limited benefit (object hit rates typically reach 40 percent to 50 percent with sufficient traffic), as a cache can only provide objects that have been previously requested. If future requests can be anticipated, objects can be obtained in advance. Once available in a local cache, those objects can be retrieved with minimal delay, enhancing the user experience.
Although prefetching shows promise, it is difficult to evaluate and has not been widely implemented in commercial systems. Some browser add-ons and workgroup proxy caches will prefetch the links of the current page, or periodically prefetch the pages in a user's bookmarks. One significant difficulty is accurately predicting which resources will be needed next to minimize mistakes that result in wasted bandwidth and increased server loads. Another concern is determining what content can be prefetched safely, as some Web requests have potentially undesirable side effects, such as adding items to an online shopping cart. 17 Recently, Cohen and Kaplan proposed techniques that do everything but prefetch. 18 In particular, they demonstrated the usefulness of I preresolving (performing DNS lookup in advance), I preconnecting (opening a TCP connection in advance), and I prewarming (sending a dummy HTTP request to the origin server).
These techniques can be implemented in both proxies and browsers, and could significantly reduce latencies without prefetching content.
Conclusion
Given the choices of caching products on the market today, how do you select one? The process involves determining the features (manageability, failure tolerance, scalability, and so on), and performance level (such as requests per second, bandwidth saved, and average latency, often measured by cache benchmarking services) you require. Likewise, as caches and content delivery services replace origin servers in serving Web traffic, content developers should consider how to maximize the usefulness of these technologies.
